ClearView Continuity
Jon Mitchell
Astral House, Granville Way, Bicester, Oxfordshire, OX26 4JT UK
+44 (0)1869 354230
https://www.clearview-continuity.com
info@clearview-continuity.com
ClearView is a global leader in business continuity software with a web-based platform that empowers organizations to manage their business continuity activity as efficiently and cost effectively as possible. With clients across both private and public sectors, ClearView has built an enviable reputation for excellence and innovation; and the software provides both ease of use and powerful functionality. ClearView also provides a highly experienced implementation team to help new clients get up and running quickly.

Disaster Recovery Journal publishes five directories per year on a variety of business continuity topics. Our policy is to only edit the information to meet our guidelines. We neither evaluate nor rate any of the participating vendors’ products or services. Our goal is to maintain an independent view while sharing information to assist our readers in making successful, well-informed decisions. Contact the vendor directly for further information on any product or service listed in one of our directories. Vendors who would like to be included in future directories should contact Emily Rice at emily@drj.com.
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Concurrent user license. eBRP Suite is deployed by many large enterprises and Disaster Recover Journal publishes five directories per year on a variety of business continuity topics. Our policy is to only edit the information to meet our guidelines. We neither evaluate nor rate any of the participating vendors’ products or services. Our goal is to maintain an independent view while sharing information to assist our readers in making successful, well-informed decisions. eBRP Suite is a highly scalable and secure Enterprise BCM software platform that protects against obsolescence and will always meet its users’ program objectives.

Infinite Blue
Emily Parker-Woodland
399 Arcola Road, Suite 200
Collegeville, PA 19426
267-341-9610
www.bcinthecloud.com
bcic@infiniteblue.com
Infinite Blue provides a comprehensive low-code development platform and enterprise applications for the BC/DR industry. BC in the Cloud, Infinite Blue’s flagship application, is part of a suite of applications that provides automated Software as a Service (SaaS) tools and professional services for building and maintaining an effective business continuity and disaster recovery program. With the ability to create new business continuity applications and easy to implement add-ons, Infinite Blue allows companies to streamline their risk management programs and stay resilient no matter what.
Fusion Risk Management, Inc.
Shannon Cortina
2 North Riverside Plaza Ste. 1000
Chicago, IL 60606
847-632-1002
www.fusionrm.com
scortina@fusionrm.com
Fusion Risk Management is a leading industry provider of cloud-based software solutions for business continuity, risk management, IT disaster recovery, and crisis and incident management. Its products and services take organizations beyond legacy solutions and empowers them to make data-driven decisions with a comprehensive and flexible approach through one system. Fusion and its team of experts are dedicated to helping companies achieve greater organizational resilience and mitigate risks within their businesses. Supports Vendor Risk, Facility Risk, Cyber Risk, and related risk agendas.

InterVision
Alicia Gaba
16401 Swingley Ridge Road, Suite 500
Chesterfield, MO 63017
314-392-6900
www.intervision.com
marketing@intervision.com
InterVision is a leading strategic service provider (SSP) focused on helping clients optimize their IT infrastructure, better manage risk, and gain a competitive advantage. By solving crucial IT challenges, InterVision delivers the right technology, deployed on the right premise, and managed through the right model to fit a client’s unique demands and long-term goals. With a 25-year history and a broad range of solutions for cloud transformation and datacenter optimization, IT resiliency, modern communications and advanced data analytics, they assure clients of both vision and capability. As a certified AWS Premier Consulting Partner with a deep legacy of delivering managed resiliency services for clients, InterVision continues to be verified by both Gartner and Forrester as one of the leading providers for Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS), including DRaaS targeted to AWS.

KingsBridge BCP
Steve Rogers
34 Blair Park Rd, Suite 104 Williston, VT 05495-7534 888-246-6642
https://www.kingsbridgebcp.com
sales@kingsbridgebcp.com
Shield embodies everything that K.I.S.S. (KingsBridge Is Simple & Secure) stands for. With a foundation based on industry standards, Shield builds on more than 30 years of experience to give you the best solution for your business continuity plan. All without the unnecessary noise of other tools. Customizable BIA, Notification, Plan Health dashboard, document storage, 250+ pages of content and the best-priced solution in the market. Shield is budget conscious without being budget minded.

Metric One, Inc.
Anthony Jardim
7545 Irvine Center Dr., #200 Irvine, CA 92618 949-648-7400
www.businessprotector.com
info@businessprotector.com
Business Protector is a cloud-based BCM tool that proves your planning software does not have to be complex, cumbersome, or expensive to provide the full measure of protection your organization requires. Business Protector is simple to deploy, easy to learn, refreshing affordable, and highly robust. It’s the sensible solution that does everything you need and is accessible whenever you need it. Business Protector has provided comprehensive solutions since 1986. Discover what Business Protector can do for you.

Premier Continuum
Marie-Helene Primeau
1010 Sherbrooke West Suite 800
Montreal, Quebec H3A 2R7 Canada
514-761-6222 or 1-877-761-6222
www.premiercontinuum.com
info@premiercontinuum.com
ParaSolution is a user-friendly web solution that covers every aspect of BCM (Business Impact Analysis, Risk Assessment, Business Continuity, IT Disaster Recovery, Implementation, Exercises and Incident Management) and makes data collection and updating in the language or format of your choice easier. ParaSolution adapts to your organization structure, culture, methodology and terminology. For the administrator, ParaSolution is a winning solution with real time and relevant information, workflows and dashboards bringing tremendous value to your program.

Quantivate
Dan Banning
20250 144th Ave NE, Suite 300
Woodinville, WA 98072
425-947-5894
www.quantivate.com
dan.banning@quantivate.com
Quantivate BC/DR Software reduces the time you spend managing and maintaining plans. The solution enables you to understand your organization, develop implementable BC/DR plans, keep your plans up-to-date, and increase the availability of critical operations across the enterprise. The Quantivate solution uses a repeatable methodology that removes single points of failure in processes and technology. Ensuring quantifiable risk measurement capabilities allowing BC/DR data to be harnessed for the greater GRC good.
RecoveryPlanner
Jeff Goldstein
101 Merritt Blvd.
Trumbull, CT 06611
877-455-9990
www.recoveryplanner.com
jgoldstein@recoveryplanner.com
RecoveryPlanner’s RPX is a globally recognized, award-winning cloud-based system for addressing Business Continuity Management and Organizational Resiliency. Named a Leader in all Gartner’s BCM Magic Quadrants, RPX is used by organizations of all sizes and industries around the world. All RPX clients enjoy easy implementation, incredible support by Business Continuity professionals and a cost effective, all-in-one, comprehensive solution. Learn why Professionals have continued to choose RPX as their software for over 20 years – contact us for a demo today.

SAI Global
Eric Zoref
eric.Zoref@saiglobal.com 646-832-8911
205 West Wacker Drive, Suite 1800
Chicago, IL 60606
SAI Global offers the leading cloud platform comprised of risk and compliance software and ethics and compliance learning content. SAI360 for Business Continuity Management enables organizations to quickly deploy a scalable solution with built-in best practices and analytics that identify gaps to ensure resilience to provide the confidence that your organization can recover quickly and efficiently from any business disruption. SAI360 Business Continuity Management is the cornerstone of our risk platform and can be up and running in days.

ServiceNow
2225 Lawson Lane
Santa Clara, CA 95054
https://www.servicenow.com/contact-us.html
ServiceNow makes the world of work, work better for people. Born in the cloud and built for the front line, ServiceNow products seamlessly embed risk management, compliance activities, and intelligent automation into your digital business processes to continuously monitor and prioritize risk. ServiceNow Risk solutions help transform inefficient processes and data siloes across your extended enterprise into an automated, integrated, and actionable risk program. You can improve risk-based decision making and increase performance across your organization and with vendors to manage the risk to your business in real time. Make risk-informed decisions in your daily work. www.servicenow.com/risk

Strategic BCP
Terence Lee
960 Harvest Drive, Building B, Suite 250
Blue Bell, PA 19422
866-594-7227
www.strategiccbp.com
sales@strategiccbp.com
Strategic BCP® is a multi-award-winning Business Continuity Risk Management solutions company, named a Market Leader every year by Gartner for our software — ResilienceONE®. 450,000+ cross-industry users around the globe use ResilienceONE as a comprehensive, cost effective, one-stop system to manage business processes and operational/vendor/IT risk—in the event of disaster and outages. Realize over 94% gains in BCM job efficiency. Be up and running in 5 business days with assured compliance. No implementation or upgrade fees. No customization necessary.

Virtual Corporation
Lance Stange
100 Enterprise Drive, Ste. 301 Rockaway, NJ 07866
800-944-8478
www.virtual-corp.com
lstange@virtual-corp.com
In need of software that is user-friendly? Wish you could make changes to your business continuity planning tool without having to contact the helpdesk? Sustainable Planner is easy to use and customize—putting you in the driver’s seat. Our cloud-based intuitive software was built with the idea that, “you know the best way!” Take control of your continuity and risk management planning with Sustainable Planner and ride off into the sunset with confidence.

Rothstein Publishing
Glyn Davies
4 Arapaho Road Brookfield, CT 06804-3104
203-740-740
www.rothstein.com
glyndavies@rothstein.com
Rothstein Publishing is the premier content provider for the growing and global discipline of Business Continuity Management and related fields. Since 1989, we’ve been publishing an extensive, informational suite of books, templates, eBooks and software about Business Continuity, Disaster Recovery, Emergency and Risk Management, Crisis Management, Enterprise Security and Cause Analysis.